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in helping parents secure work when work
is available and in protecting their families

TANF was a momentous step backward

when work is unavailable or impossible.68

as Medicaid and child care for tens of thousands across the country.69 In some cases
we secured protections for TANF applicants
and recipients. Our policy advocacy has
protected TANF access for people with
disabilities. Through litigation we have used
the TANF work requirement as a sword by
extending the protection of civil rights and
workers’ rights laws to workfare workers to
ensure that these workers are treated with
fairness and dignity. We have supported
and partnered with low-income community

for national policy on child poverty.
We offer these reflections as veteran
antipoverty lawyers with the National
Center for Law and Economic Justice;

Welfare reform emphasized work, but the labor market has failed
dismally to produce adequate jobs at decent wages.

under our former name, Center on Social
Welfare Policy and Law, our organization
was instrumental in supporting the
welfare rights movement in the 1960s
and achieving historic U.S. Supreme Court
victories expanding access to AFDC.62
TANF has failed as a safety net program for
families. Less than 25 percent of families
in poverty receive assistance. Benefit
levels are further below the poverty level
now than in 1996.63 Disturbing evidence
points to persistent racism embedded
in TANF policies and administration.64

Remedying these problems will require
significant structural changes. Building the
public and political will to establish a 21st
century social safety net for children and
an economy that offers decent jobs is a
daunting long-term national challenge that
is likely out of reach in today’s environment.
Nonetheless, work has been and can
be done to protect children and families
and to promote economic justice for
families. Ground-breaking advocacy to
protect access to public benefits and

groups seeking a voice in shaping the
public policies that affect their lives. Most
recently we have joined with low-wage workers organizing for fair pay, safe working conditions, and freedom from discrimination.70
The last two decades have seen much
needless pain and a focus on punishing
the poor. Yet we remain hopeful that,
as the national conversation on income
inequality continues, we will find real
opportunities down the road to restore a
fundamental safety net and a new wave

Childhood extreme poverty has grown to
shocking levels while new evidence shows
the importance of adequate income early
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